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Summary
A key feature of speech is its stereotypical 5 Hz rhythm [1, 2]. One theory posits that this rhythm
evolved through the modification of rhythmic facial movements in ancestral primates [3, 4]. If the
hypothesis has any validity, then a comparative approach may shed some light. We tested this idea
by using cineradiography (X-ray movies) to characterize and quantify the internal dynamics of the
macaque monkey vocal tract during lip-smacking (a rhythmic facial expression) versus chewing.
Previous human studies showed that speech movements are faster than chewing movements, and
the functional coordination between vocal tract structures is different between the two behaviors
[5–9]. If rhythmic speech evolved through a rhythmic ancestral facial movement, then one
hypothesis is that monkey lip-smacking versus chewing should also exhibit these differences. We
found that the lips, tongue, and hyoid move with a speech-like 5 Hz rhythm during lip-smacking,
but not during chewing. Most importantly, the functional coordination between these structures
was distinct for each behavior. These data provide empirical support for the idea that the human
speech rhythm evolved from the rhythmic facial expressions of ancestral primates.

Results
Speech acoustics typically exhibit a 3–8 Hz rhythm, related to the rate of syllable
production. This rhythm is critical for speech perception [10, 11], possibly because it
exploits brain rhythms in the same frequency range [12–14]. Understanding how speech
evolved requires investigating its rhythmic origins. Because most traits involved in speech—
the vocal production apparatus and the brain—do not fossilize [15, 16], we are left with only
the comparative method for investigating the evolution of speech. By comparing the
behavior and biology of extant primates with humans, we can deduce the behavioral
capacities of extinct common ancestors.

To test the hypothesis that the rhythmic structure of human speech evolved from the
rhythmic facial expressions of ancestral primates, we used cineradiography to investigate
whether vocal tract movements during macaque monkey lip-smacking are similar to vocal
tract movements during human speech and different from those produced during chewing.
Lip-smacking is an affiliative facial expression observed in many Old World primates [17–
19]. It is characterized by bouts of regular cycles of vertical jaw movement. Importantly, lip-
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smacking is almost always directed at another individual during face-to-face interactions and
sometimes appears to involve turn-taking, much like speech [18, 20].

The vocal tract structures used for speech production overlap completely with those
involved in ingestion, and cineradiography offers an unparalleled window into their internal
movements. The method can be applied across species [21, 22]. As in previous
cineradiographic studies of human speech versus chewing [5, 6, 9], we focused on the
tongue, lips, and hyoid bone (an integral laryngeal structure) (Figures 1A and 1B). To
collect the relevant image sequences during cineradiography, we relied upon spontaneous
bouts of lip-smacking during interactions with experimenters or with other monkeys. The
analyses below are based on data collected from three monkeys: ten lip-smacking bouts (six
from monkey 1 [M1], four from M3) and ten chewing bouts (four from M1, two from M2,
and four from M3).

Spatial Displacement of Vocal Tract Elements
We mapped the spatial displacement of the lips, tongue, and hyoid during the production of
lip-smacking and chewing movements. To compare their spatial distribution of positions
across different subjects with varying head sizes, we normalized the data set such that the
distance between the upper hyoid marker and lower tongue marker was always one (Figure
1B). The coordinates were labeled (0,0) for the upper hyoid marker and (1,0) for the lower
tongue marker. Figures 2A and 2B show the distribution of displacements of the three
structures during lip-smacking and chewing. For the most part, these distributions look the
same for the two behaviors, but the excursions that the structures take are greater for
chewing than for lip-smacking. This is more apparent in the centroids (with 95% confidence
intervals) shown in Figures 2C and 2D. Overall, however, the displacement of the tongue,
lips, and hyoid are similar between chewing and lip-smacking. These data are consistent
with what is seen for chewing and speech in humans: greater excursions of the tongue, jaw,
and hyoid during chewing than during speech [6]. However, during speech but not lip-
smacking, the hyoid occupies a space that is distinct from that seen during chewing [6].

Temporal Structure of Vocal Tract Movements
Human speech has a rhythm that is ~5 Hz [1, 2] and human chewing movements are highly
stereotyped with a slower frequency of ~2.5 Hz [6, 23]. We know from previous work that
adult macaque monkeys move their lips during lip-smacking at a rate of ~5 Hz [24, 25], but
it remained unknown whether or not other internal vocal tract elements (tongue and hyoid)
do so as well. Figure 3A shows the time series of two lip-smacking examples from two
different monkeys. All three vocal tract elements seem to oscillate at a frequency between 4
and 5 Hz. A spectral analysis on the entire sample (n = 10 lip-smacking bouts) reveals that
the average frequency of tongue oscillation was 4.56 Hz, the average lip oscillation was 4.50
Hz, and the average hyoid oscillation was 3.80 Hz (Figure 3C).

The chewing rhythm was slower (Figure 3B). The average frequency of tongue oscillation
was 2.13 Hz, the average lip oscillation was 2.29 Hz, and the average hyoid oscillation was
1.88 Hz (Figure 3D). These results almost exactly parallel what is known for human speech
and chewing. For each structure in macaque monkeys, the differences in the rhythmic
frequency during lip-smacking versus chewing were statistically significant (lip, p < 0.001;
tongue, p < 0.001; hyoid, p < 0.001).

Coordination of Vocal Tract Elements
Thus far, our data show similarities between the spatial and temporal characteristics of vocal
tract motion during monkey lip-smacking and human speech, and monkey chewing and
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human chewing. Our next analysis focused on the temporal coordination of the three vocal
tract elements during lip-smacking versus chewing. Previous cineradiography studies
showed that, for chewing, there is a robust coupling of the jaw, tongue, and hyoid in
humans, monkeys, and other animals [6, 9, 26, 27]. In contrast, for human speech
production, there is less coupling between the hyoid, jaw, and tongue movements [6, 9]. To
quantify the strength of coupling between vocal tract elements during lip-smacking versus
chewing in monkeys, we analyzed our time-series using partial directed coherence (PDC).
PDC is an established method to infer the information flow, or the causal ordering, between
time series [28]. It measures how much of the information in one time series can be
explained by another time-series.

We generated PDC plots of each of the three tract components against each other for lip-
smacking and chewing (Figures 4A and 4B). The higher the PDC value, the more likely it is
that the source component predicts the receiver component at a given frequency. The black
line in each subplot shows the frequency-dependent PDC value, and the brown-shaded
regions denote confidence intervals. Figure 4A shows that for lip-smacking, with the lips as
the source and the tongue as the receiver, a significant peak occurred at 4.10 Hz (green
shaded region; PDC = 0.72, p value < 0.01/6). Similarly, with the tongue as the source and
the lips as the receiver, a significant peak occurred at 3.28 Hz (red shaded region; PDC =
0.45, p value < 0.01/6). Figure 4B shows that during chewing, with the tongue as the source
and the lips as the receiver, a significant peak occurred at 2.81 Hz (red shaded region; PDC
= 0.32, p value < 0.01/6), and with the lips as the source and the hyoid as the receiver, a
significant peak occurred at 2.93 Hz (green shaded region; PDC = 0.37, p value < 0.01/6). In
contrast, for lip-smacking, “lips to hyoid,” “tongue to hyoid,” “hyoid to lips,” and “hyoid to
tongue” are all lacking in significant relationship (Figure 4A), and during chewing
movements, “lips to tongue,” “tongue to hyoid,” “hyoid to lips,” and “hyoid to tongue” are
similarly not significant (Figure 4B).

Overall, the pattern of coupling between vocal tract structures is different during lip-
smacking and chewing in a way comparable to the differences between speech and chewing.
Although all three vocal tract structures are moving, during lip-smacking there is strong
bidirectional coupling between the tongue and the lips, but no coupling of either structure
with the hyoid (Figure 4A, center panel). This is consistent with what is reported for speech
production in humans: although the hyoid moves continuously during speech, there is no
coupling of the hyoid with jaw movements [6] and generally less coordination among all
three structures when compared to chewing [9]. In both species, this lack of coupling with
the hyoid is in contrast with chewing movements during which the three structures are
functionally coupled and have a feed-forward relationship with each other (Figure 4B, center
panel) [6, 9].

Discussion
We found that while the spatial displacement of the vocal tract elements (lips, tongue, and
hyoid) occupied a similar active space during lip-smacking and chewing, when temporal
interactions were analyzed, the two rhythmical movements clearly differed in the same
manner that human speech and chewing differ. Specifically, we show that the lips, tongue,
and hyoid all move at ~4–5 Hz during lip-smacking, which is consistent with the universal
rhythm of speech [1, 2, 29] and distinct from the rhythm of chewing movements in both
monkeys and humans (~2.5 Hz; [6, 23, 25, 30]). Importantly, we also show that the
coordination of the vocal tract elements during lip-smacking and speech production is
similar: in both cases, the hyoid is not coupled to the lips and tongue [6, 9]. This is in
contrast to chewing (for both species) where all three are linked to each other’s movements.
Overall, our data show striking similarities between vocal tract movements during monkey
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lip-smacking and human speech and lend strong empirical support for the idea that the
dynamic control of human speech articulators evolved from the rhythmic facial expressions
of a common ancestor to both humans and macaques [3, 4].

Our data show that the similarities between monkey lip-smacking and human speech go
beyond the visible orofacial (mandibular) movements and include the dynamics of the
tongue and hyoid. In light of this, MacNeilage’s hypothesis [3, 4] in which the role of
mandibular oscillations is central must be modified. Any theory of speech evolution
invoking ancestral rhythmic facial expression must take into account the complex
biomechanical relationship between the jaw, lips, hyoid, and tongue, as well as their distinct
neural pathways.

Differences between Lip-Smacking and Speech Production
Our data show that two core features of speech production—its rhythmical structure and
temporal coordination of vocal elements—are shared with lip-smacking. Yet, there are
striking differences between the two modes of expression, the most obvious of which is that
lip-smacking lacks a vocal component (though a quiet consonant-like bilabial plosive or /p/
sound is produced when the lips smack together). Thus, the capacity to produce
vocalizations during rhythmic vocal tract movements seen in speech seems to be a human
adaptation. How can lip-smacking be related to speech if there is no vocal component? In
human and nonhuman primates, the basic mechanisms of voice production are broadly
similar and consist of two distinct components: the laryngeal source and the vocal tract filter
[16, 31, 32]. Voice production involves (1) a sound generated by air pushed by the lungs
through the vibrating vocal folds within the larynx (the source) and (2) the modification
through linear filtering of this sound by the vocal tract airways above the larynx (the filter).
The filter consists of the nasal and oral cavities whose shapes can be changed by movements
of the jaw, tongue, hyoid, and lips. These two basic components of the vocal apparatus
behave and interact in complex ways to generate a wide range of sounds. Our data only
address the evolution of vocal tract movements (the filter component) involved in speech
production.

Other differences between lip-smacking and speech are the range of hyoid movements and
the coupling of the lips with the tongue. For the latter, the coupling of the lips and tongue
during lip-smacking (Figure 4) is unlikely to be the case for human speech where their
independence allows for the production of a wide range of sounds (though this hasn’t been
tested explicitly). For the former, our data show that the hyoid occupies the same active
space during lip-smacking and chewing (Figure 2). In contrast, cineradiography studies of
human speech versus chewing show a dichotomy in hyoid movement patterns [6]. These
movement range differences of the hyoid in humans versus macaques could be due to
functional differences in suprahyoid muscle length, the degree of neural control over this
muscle group, and/or by species differences in hyoid position. During human development,
the position of the hyoid relative to the mandible and tongue shifts [33]. This increases the
range of tongue movements, and possibly hyoid movements, relative to nonhuman primates.
Movements of either or both effectors could influence the active space of the hyoid.

Neural Control of Lip-Smacking and the Speech Rhythm
The vocal tract movements shared by chewing, lip-smacking, and speech all require the
coordination of muscles controlling the jaw, hyoid, tongue, and respiration. Homologous
central pattern generators in the brainstem likely produce their foundational rhythms and are
modulated by feedback from peripheral sensory receptors. Beyond sensory feedback, one
additional source influencing how differences between orofacial movements may arise is the
neocortex. Although chewing movements may be largely independent of cortical control
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[34], lip-smacking and speech production are both modulated by the neocortex. Thus, one
hypothesis is that the differences between the frequency of lip-smacking and speech versus
chewing reflect the influence of neocortical circuits upon brainstem central pattern
generators. In addition to the superior temporal sulcus [24] and the premotor cortex [35],
one other important neocortical node likely to be involved is the insula. The human insula is
involved in multiple processes related to communication, including speech production [36,
37]. Consistent with an evolutionary link between lip-smacking and speech, the insula also
plays a role in monkey lip-smacking [38].

Experimental Procedures
Subjects

Subjects were three adult male long-tailed macaque monkeys, Macaca fascicularis. Monkeys
were seated in restraint chairs. All experiments were performed in compliance with the
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee guidelines for the care and use of laboratory
animals.

Cineradiography
Cineradiography was performed using a Philips Pulsera C-arm with a 12-inch image
intensifier; this is a mobile X-ray machine that captures videos at 30 frames per s. Monkeys
were seated in restraint chairs during imaging but were not head-fixed and had a complete
range of head motion essential to capturing natural orofacial gestures. For reasons of
radiation safety, the Philips system automatically shut off its generation of X-rays after 10 s.
Thus, the temporal limit of our longest recordings was 10 s. To elicit lip-smacking, the
experimenter would lip-smack toward the subject and/or another monkey in a restraint chair
was brought into the room and placed in front of the subject. Lip-smacking is an
unambiguous affiliative signal [17, 18]. Chewing movements were elicited by feeding the
subject grapes or pieces of banana. At the beginning of an imaging session and during
pauses within the session, monkeys were given a 2% barium sulfate suspension to outline
the vocal tract contour.

For each imaging session, a calibration grid was briefly presented near the monkey’s head to
provide accurate measurements during image processing.

Image Processing and Tracing
Each video was captured using a Canopus ADVC110 audio/video digitizer and later
decomposed into a series of DICOM PNG frames. Only those videos with a clear sagittal
view of the monkey’s head and throat were used. Midsagittal alignment was important
because measures of the effectors (lips, tongue, and hyoid) depended on consistent
positioning. Any roll or yaw of the head would affect the measurement of the hyoid-to-
palate distance and the measurement of tongue length, respectively. To control for these
potential misalignments, we made sure that the canine teeth and the ocular ridges were
aligned in each video used for analyses. This important requirement severely reduced the
number of useable videos. From 260 recordings, we narrowed down our selection of videos
to 10 lip-smacking and 10 chewing bouts from three monkeys. These were selected for
consistent midsagittal alignment and edited to include only the relevant orofacial
movements. Bouts of mouth movements were always >1.5 s in duration.

Image frames were subsequently imported into Adobe Photoshop CS4. Different color-
coded tracing layers for different anatomical structures were created for each image using a
Wacom Cintiq 12WX tablet. To trace the individual vocal tract components, we first created
a layer in which the contrast was toggled to its maximum, and then separately created a layer
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in which the brightness was toggled to its minimum. The former clarified the positions of
the hyoid, whereas the latter allowed for visualization of the lips and tongue. Tracing the
tongue and lips was straightforward. For the hyoid tracings, the curve of the hyoid was
followed down by the thyroid cartilage and then perpendicularly across the throat to the
interary-tenoid mus next to the visible cricoid cartilage. The posterior line of the vertical
portion of the supralaryngeal vocal tract was followed upwards from the interarytenoid mus
to the tip of the velum at the end of the soft palate. On the anterior side, the vocal tract
followed the thyroid cartilage up past the hyoid bulla and around the curve of the epiglottis
to the base of the tongue.

Measuring Spatial and Temporal Dynamics
Once the tracings were complete, we reconstructed the video using the traced image frames.
A custom Matlab script was used to measure the distances between different vocal tract
components as a function of time. With each anatomically labeled image, we sequentially
specified points for the anterior base of the tongue to its tip (tongue length), the soft palate
down to the vocal folds at the top of the hyoid, the interlip distance, and the length of the
velum from the soft palate to its tip. We included a calibration process to convert the
measured pixel distances into centimeters.

Partial Directed Coherence
We used partial directed coherence (PDC) to elucidate the temporal coordination between
the selected vocal tract components [28]. The custom Matlab scripts for computing the PDC
analyses are available here: http://www.lcs.poli.usp.br/~baccala/pdc/software/asymppdc.zip.
Time series from different monkeys were first normalized to avoid the confounding variable
of vocal tract size differences between monkeys. Bouts of mouth movements (either lip-
smacking or chewing) were then concatenated together. This was done for statistical
robustness. Because lip-smacking and chewing bouts were of short and differing durations
and sampled at the low rate of 30 Hz, estimation and inference for trivariate analyses (lip,
tongue, and hyoid movements) would be difficult if individual bouts were used. Moreover,
averaging the PDC values across individual movement bouts is problematic because the data
segments have different lengths and the weight of PDC values would increase with segment
length—a confound. The concatenation takes care of these statistical problems and is a
standard practice in time-series analyses. The concatenated lip-smacking time series was
15.9 s in duration; the chewing time series was 18.7 s.

We further investigated the PDC data by finding the optimal maximum order of the
autoregressive model to confirm robustness. To correct for multiple comparisons, we
lowered the threshold used to test for significance to α = 0.01/6 because there were six
directional relationships to examine between the three vocal tract components. Rather than
have an additive threshold, we ensured that the significance throughout remained at an
actual 1% threshold.
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Figure 1.
The Anatomy of the Macaque Monkey Vocal Tract as Imaged with Cineradiography
(A) Shown are identifying marks for the key vocal tract structures, including the lips,
tongue, and hyoid.
(B) Shown is a schematic of the vocal tract elements and the reference points for
measurements.
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Figure 2.
Relative Spatial Distribution of the Lips, Tongue and Hyoid
(A) Shown is the scatterplot for the relative spatial distribution of the upper lip (light green),
lower lip (dark green), upper and lower tongues (red), upper and lower hyoid (blue), during
lip-smacking, for all frames, all sessions, and all monkeys. Observe that the scale is
normalized such that the upper hyoid is always at the origin (coordinate [0,0]) and the lower
tongue is always at position (1,0).
(B) Shown is the scatterplot for the same structures as (A) but during chewing.
(C and D) Shown are the centroids and 95% confidence intervals for the spatial distributions
of different structures shown in (A) and (B), respectively.
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Figure 3.
Rhythmic Structure of Orofacial Movements
Time-displacement plot of the tongue, interlip distance, and hyoid for two examples of lip-
smacking from two different monkeys (A) and chewing from two different monkeys (B).
The x axis depicts the time in s and the y axis the displacement in cm. Power spectra of the
time-varying displacement of the tongue, interlip distance, and hyoid during lip-smacking
(C) and chewing (D) are shown. x axis depicts the frequency in hertz, and the y axis depicts
the value of the logarithm of power spectrum in normalized units. The upper plots show the
power spectrum of the displacement of tongue (red), interlip distance (green), and hyoid
(blue). The lower plots show the power spectrum of the same structures during the chewing.
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Figure 4.
Temporal Coordination of Vocal Tract Elements
(A) PDC plots between tongue, interlip distance, and hyoid for lip-smacking. x axis depicts
the frequency in hertz and the y axis the PDC value in normalized units (between 0 and 1).
The solid black line in each plot indicates the PDC value for the respective pair of structures.
The brown area corresponds to the 95% confidence intervals. The significant PDC values
with p values < 0.01/6 are shown in red (tongue to lips) and in green (lips to tongue). The
arrows in the center depict the direction of significant influence from each structure onto to
the other two as measured by the PDC analysis.
(B) PDC plots between tongue, lips, and hyoid for the chewing. The conventions follow (A).
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